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Abstract
Thirdhand smoke (THS), the residual tobacco smoke remaining in the environment after tobacco has been smoked, represents a
hidden and underestimated public health hazard. Evidence supports its widespread presence in indoor environments. Exposure to
secondhand smoke (SHS), a precursor of THS, has been well documented as a risk factor for human cancers, especially lung cancer.
However, the concept of THS as a distinct entity that poses health risks for small children has developed only recently and the
associations of THS with cancer risk and other chronic diseases are poorly understood due to limited numbers of studies to date. In
this perspective, we mainly summarize all published studies on the genotoxicity and carcinogenic potential of THS exposure. These
studies begin to fill the knowledge gap in our understanding of cancer risk of THS. Accumulating data from existing and future
studies will help reduce the tobacco-related cancer incidence through changes in lifestyle and tobacco control policies.
© 2019 Chinese Medical Association. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Thirdhand smoke (THS) is a newly recognized
tobacco smoke hazard and has become a public
concern in recent years because of its wide presence
in indoor environment and significant adverse
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biological and health effects.1,2 By definition, THS is
the contamination of surfaces in contact with com-
pounds emitted in secondhand smoke (SHS), the
products generated by chemical transformations of
these components, and the off-gassing of volatile
components into the air.1,2 The “four Rs” can define
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the concept of THS: tobacco chemicals (some toxic)
that Remain, React, Re-emit and/or are Re-suspended
long after active smoking ends. Compared to SHS, the
timescale for exposure to THS is typically much
longer, e.g., weeks and months.3,4 Moreover, THS is
difficult to remove from the polluted environment.
SHS and THS often co-exist in the environment and
together are referred to as “passive smoke”. Small
children are believed to be particularly vulnerable to
THS exposure because of their age-related metabolic
and behavior characteristics.1,2

Interestingly, the first studies on THS toxicity go
back to the 1980s and were done by tobacco industry.
The secondary analysis of animal experiments carried
out by the Philip Morris Tobacco Company revealed
that sidestream smoke, a form of SHS, is two to four
times more toxic than mainstream smoke per gram of
tobacco and that sidestream condensate is approxi-
mately two to six times more tumourigenic per gram of
tobacco compared to mainstream condensate by
dermal application in rats.5 Moreover, it was found that
“aged” sidestream smoke is 6e12 times more toxic
than fresh sidestream smoke.6 This increase in toxicity
over time is particularly interesting and attributed to
what could occur as SHS evolves into THS. In fact, one
of the major advances in recent years was the discov-
ery of novel chemical constituents generated de novo
in THS. For example, indoor chemistry studies have
elegantly revealed that surface-bound nicotine, a major
constituent of THS, reacts with nitrous acid (HONO) to
form carcinogenic tobacco-specific nitrosamines
(TSNAs),7 and with ozone (O3) to yield toxic alde-
hydes.8 HONO is an air pollutant produced by
improperly vented indoor combustion sources such as
gas stoves and also in vehicle exhaust. As for indoor
ozone, the source is mainly from outdoor ozone
penetration. In addition, a common source of indoor
ozone is air generators or purifiers used to remove
intense tobacco odors. Therefore, the “aging process”
of SHS, i.e., the formation of THS, has become a focus
of research interest since it may reveal a hidden envi-
ronmental risk factor especially for children and non-
smokers.9

Studies over the last decade have substantially
increased our understanding of the chemistry, exposure
assessment, biomarkers and potential biological/health
effect of THS,1,2,10,11 after the term “THS” started to
appear in public.12e14 Although compelling evidence
now shows that THS and some of its constituents such
as TSNAs can cause significant cellular and tissue
changes at environmentally relevant doses, its effect on
cancer risk in exposed populations is still poorly
understood. It has been well known that cigarette
smoking is directly associated with an increased cancer
incidence in multiple organs, of which, the lung is
particularly vulnerable as approximately 90% of its
cancer cases are associated with cigarette smoking.15

Based on the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC), there is also sufficient evidence that
SHS causes lung cancer.15

Through reviewing the published studies, this
perspective summarizes the current evidence supporting
the mutagenic and carcinogenic potential of THS, the
underlying mechanisms and its impact on health. Other
comprehensive reviews covering various aspects of THS
research have been published previously.1,2,16e18

THS contains many mutagens and carcinogens

A large number of toxic compounds, including
those produced de novo, have been identified from
THS in laboratory systems and in field studies.1,2 It is
well known that tobacco smoke is a rich source of
mutagens and carcinogens, including polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons (PAHs), hydrocarbons, nitrosa-
mines, aromatic amines, aldehydes, phenolic and nitro
compounds, as well as other inorganic and organic
compounds.19e21 Mainstream smoke contains over 60
carcinogens classified by IARC.15 SHS also contains
many of the same species as those in mainstream
smoke, and most of the carcinogens in mainstream
smoke are also present in SHS.22

THS chemical composition is affected by
air�surface partitioning and by chemical trans-
formations. Chemical analyses by various laboratories
have revealed many classes of toxic constituents in
THS from both laboratory and real life environments.
Researchers have shown that indoor surfaces adsorb
semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) from SHS,
such as nicotine, cotinine, 3-ethenylpyridine, PAHs, N-
nitrosamines, aromatic amines (e.g., naphthalene),
which are then slowly released into the air,23e30

increasing exposure risk. Sleiman et al31 studied 58
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) during the aging
process of SHS and observed that many of them such
as acrolein, furan, acrylonitrile, and 1,3-butadiene
persisted and were present at higher concentrations in
the gas phase with time. Of the chemical compounds
identified in THS, human carcinogens include PAHs,
nitrosamines, 1,3-butadiene and benzene; possible
human carcinogens are naphthalene and furans (based
on IARC and National Toxicology Program).32

Studies have also been focused on new chemical
compounds generated in THS de novo. In 2010,
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Sleiman et al7 reported that in the laboratory, nicotine
reacts with HONO to form several TSNAs including 4-
(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK),
1-(N-methyl-N-nitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridinyl)-4-butanal
(NNA), and N-nitrosonornicotine (NNN). NNK has
also been identified in real life places such as smokers'
homes.33 NNK and NNN are classified human car-
cinogens and there is some evidence for the mutage-
nicity of NNA.34 The extent of surface loading of these
compounds was estimated to be large enough to war-
rant investigation of health effects of THS exposure.7

Another example of chemical transformation is that
surface nicotine reacts with ozone in the air to form
fine particles as well as carcinogenic compounds such
as formaldehyde and N-methylformamide.8 Together,
these studies provide evidence for the unsure toxico-
logical and dynamic nature of THS formation and
composition. The critical question of what toxicants
are present in THS and at what quantities remains
under investigation.

THS exposure induces various cellular responses

THS exposure alters transcriptional profile and acti-
vates p53 signaling

To elucidate the molecular and cellular mechanisms
underlying THS-induced cancer, we exposed human
cells to THS for 12 consecutive days followed by
RNA-sequencing.35 The data revealed 1385 differen-
tially expressed genes and a significant overlap with a
published non-tumor human lung tissue smoking
signature,36 suggesting that at least part of the in vitro
transcriptional response to THS is similar to tran-
scriptional changes in active smokers. We next
computationally mapped these genes to biological
functions, pathways and upstream transcriptional reg-
ulators and found that THS modulated gene expression
profile enriched for certain pathways, most noticeably
the activation of the p53 signaling pathway. It is well
established that the p53 gene, as a critical tumor sup-
pressor, responds to a variety of cellular stresses such
as DNA damage, activates DNA repair machinery and
plays a key role in cancer development.37

THS exposure increases cellular growth trans-
formation in vitro

To assess the effect of THS exposure on cancer
development, we employed the soft agar trans-
formation assay to test anchorage independent growth,
a key indicator of neoplastic transformation. We found
that THS extracts-treated lung cancer cell lines H460
and H510 exhibited increased cell proliferation
compared to control cells.35 Furthermore, THS
chronically treated H460 and H510 cells exhibited
significant increases in the number of colonies
compared to controls, indicating that THS exposure
causes cell transformation in human cells.35

THS exposure increases lung cancer incidence in
A/J mice

A fundamental question for both the research
community and the general public is whether THS
increases cancer risk. Although Martins-Green et al38

observed adverse effects on multiple organ systems
when C57BL/6 mice were exposed for 6 months
starting at 3 weeks of age, there was no increased
cancer incidence.

We recently used A/J mice, which are susceptible to
lung cancer development, to investigate the carcino-
genic effect of THS.35 Mice were exposed to THS for 3
weeks from the 4e7 weeks of age, and monitored for
tumor development until 47 weeks of age. A significant
increase in the proportion of mice with lung adeno-
carcinoma was identified in the THS-exposed cohort
compared to controls.35 This study provided the first
evidence that exposure to THS could increase cancer
risk in an in vivo mammalian system.

THS exposure and increased cancer risk in
children

It was reported that the ratio of urinary total 4-
(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL)/
cotinine was higher in children compared to adults,
providing evidence that children are particularly
vulnerable to environmental tobacco smoke expo-
sure.39 NNAL is a metabolite of NNK, and is currently
utilized as a biomarker for SHS or THS exposure and a
risk indicator for pulmonary carcinogenesis.2,40e42

Another study provided evidence for uptake of nico-
tine, NNK, and acrolein in children living in homes of
hookah smokers.43 Ramírez et al44 estimated the po-
tential cancer risk through ingestion and dermal
exposure to carcinogenic N-nitrosamines and TSNAs
measured in house dust samples by applying the most
recent official toxicological information and concluded
that the calculated cancer risks through exposure to
TSNAs increase at an early life stage, that is, 1e6
years old.
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THS exposure causes DNA damage

Cancer arises from both genetic and epigenetic al-
terations of DNA contributing to mutations and/or
changes in gene expression. It is well known that the
environmental pollutants that play key roles in the
etiology of human cancer include chemical mutagens
and carcinogens in tobacco smoke.19,20 One of the
main research tasks is to identify those constituents in
THS that are toxic and/or carcinogenic. Mechanisti-
cally, THS could induce DNA damage as well as
epigenetic changes, which result in mutations and
changes in gene expression associated with cancer
development. To confirm the carcinogenic potential of
THS, both animal studies and human epidemiological
investigations are warranted.

THS induces DNA strand breaks and oxidative base
damage

To assess the genotoxicity of THS in vitro, in 2013,
we first reported that exposure of human hepatocellular
carcinoma (HepG2) cells for 24 hours to either acute or
chronic laboratory prepared THS samples resulted in a
significant increase in DNA strand breaks using the
Comet assay.45 Using the same assay, Bahl et al11 also
reported the formation of DNA strand breaks in mouse
neural stem cells and human dermal fibroblasts after
THS exposure. The concentrations of nicotine, nicotine
related alkaloids, and TSNAs (NNK, NNN and NNA)
in fresh and aged extracts were analyzed, and showed
that the concentration of TSNAs increased with
time.11,45 In these experiments, the levels of THS
exposure were comparable to exposure levels in homes
and other public places. Later, using a double-strand
break (DSB) marker g-H2AX, we confirmed the for-
mation of DSBs in exposed human bronchial epithelial
cells (BEAS-2B) and two lung cancer cell lines.35 DSB
is the most lethal type of DNA damage, as both strands
of the DNA duplex are compromised.46 It should be
noted that NNA also induces DNA strand breaks in
human HepG2 using the Comet assay with NNK
exposure as a positive control.45 NNA caused DNA
strand breaks at non-cytotoxic doses, confirming the
genotoxic potential of NNA.

We also found significantly higher levels of oxida-
tive DNA damage in hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl-
transferase 1 (HPRT1) and DNA polymerase b (POLB)
genes of human BEAS-2B cells exposed to THS, using
the long amplicon (LA)-quantitative polymerase chain
reaction assay.45 This assay can detect DNA lesions
such as those caused by oxidative damage with a high
sensitivity.47e49 THS also causes oxidative damage in
these two genes in lung fibroblasts isolated from
SpragueeDawley rat pups using the same assay,
together with increased cell apoptosis, and differenti-
ation to a myogenic phenotype in such cells, suggest-
ing that THS exposure could result in chronic lung
damage in THS exposed infants.47 Furthermore, we
found increased levels of oxidative DNA damage in the
same genes in mouse skin wounds exposed to THS.48

This finding was in agreement with increased levels
of the oxidative DNA damage biomarker 8-oxo-7,8-
dihydro-20-deoxyguanosine (8-oxodG) in the same
tissues, as found by Dr. Martins-Green's laboratory.48

These results strongly suggest that exposure to THS
results in oxidative stress in cells or organisms, which
could lead to disease-causing mutations, and increased
cancer risk.50 We previously found in metabolomics
studies that glutathione metabolism was significantly
activated in mouse male reproductive GC-2 cells after
THS exposure.51 A THS-induced increase of oxidative
stress and oxidation of mitochondrial proteins was also
observed by Bahl et al.52 The relationship between
THS exposure, oxidative stress, reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) production and antioxidant response
mediated by activated glutathione metabolism awaits
further investigation.

NNA induces the formation of DNA adducts

It is well accepted that the formation of DNA ad-
ducts plays a central role in smoking-induced muta-
genesis and carcinogenesis. NNK is a potent lung
carcinogen and induces bulky DNA adducts in lung
tissue of experimental animals and smokers.53e55 NNA
was identified as the major TSNA product when
nicotine reacts with HONO, which is absent in freshly
emitted tobacco smoke.7 Therefore, it would be
important to assess its intake and biological properties.
NNA is a reactive aldehyde with a mutagenic activity
similar to that of NNN, a human carcinogen,32 but its
tumorigenic activity in animals is not conclusive.19,56

With the use of liquid chromatography (LC)-
electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS/MS) and 2D nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), our group first identified DNA adducts from
reaction of NNAwith 20-deoxynucleosides, including a
novel adduct, 1,N2-NNA-dG, along with N1-, O6-
methyl-dG and 8-oxodG, from in vitro NNA-dG re-
actions.57 On C-18 high performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC), 1,N2-NNA-dG appeared as the
major adduct and ESI-MS/MS showed a product of m/z
455.17 for (Mþ1)þ, which seems to result from the
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condensation of NNA and dG with the elimination of
H2O and two H molecules.57 Given that NNA is highly
selective for THS, these data also suggest that 1,N2-
NNA-dG is a promising specific biomarker for THS
exposure, in addition to its role in carcinogenesis.

Summary and perspective

THS pollution is a worldwide issue, especially in
countries with a high prevalence of smoking.1,2,58 As
described above, recent progress on the effects of THS
on genotoxicity, early life development and cancer
induction in cellular and animal models indicates that
THS is genotoxic and carcinogenic at environmentally
relevant doses. The underlying mechanisms of THS-
induced disease should be explored using an integra-
tive systems biology approach combining data at the
cellular level with holistic data obtained investigating
organism level responses including for example THS-
effects on the immune system35,59 (Fig. 1). Systems
biology, unlike traditional approaches to the analysis of
disease that focus on single genes or proteins in
isolation, attempts to integrate the complex interaction
of many kinds of genetic and biological informationd
genomic DNA sequence, messenger RNA (mRNA)
and protein expression, and link these to disease phe-
notypes. A systems biology approach to THS-induced
disease involves taking a comprehensive global view of
the various sub-phenotypes that contribute to cancer,
and asking how these are associated with the normal
genetic and gene expression architecture of the host, as
well as the changes in this architecture that accompany
disease development and progression. However, direct
human studies are likely to be fraught with difficulties
since the majority of humans are exposed to mixed
secondhand and thirdhand smoke. Moreover, diverse
DNA damage
Strand breaks
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DNA bulky adduct
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Fig. 1. Scheme for proposed mechanistic framework sh
confounding factors in humans, such as other envi-
ronmental pollutants, likely limit our ability to draw
definitive conclusions about the health impact of THS.
In contrast, model systems including mouse models
offer the possibility of controlling both the environ-
mental exposures and the effects of genetic back-
ground, with the result that many of the confounding
factors in human cancer studies can be eliminated.

One important aspect of a systems biology approach
is to investigate the interplay between genetic suscepti-
bility and THS carcinogenicity, which still remains un-
known.60 Suitable population-based animal model
systems such as the Collaborative Cross (CC) mouse
resource or the Diversity Outbred (DO) mouse popula-
tion should be used to investigate linkage of genetic
variants to exposure-response outcomes. These mouse
populations contain a level of genetic and phenotypic
diversity on par with the human population and harbor
sufficient genetic diversity to identify genetic variants
associated with THS exposure-induced health effects
including tumor development. Previous studies have
shown the human relevance of data obtained using these
population-based models by extrapolating to human
disease.61 Moreover, these studies will help discover the
molecular mechanisms underlying THS-induced disease
and identify biomarkers of THS exposure.

More recently, the power of artificial intelligence
and machine learning has been brought to bear on
systems biology approaches in medicine and biomed-
ical research. One example is the use of a multi-scale
convolutional sparse coding framework (MSCSC),
which improves the current state-of-the-art by enforc-
ing the unsupervised joint learning of scale-specific
knowledge simultaneously across different scales.62

This approach allows straightforward multi-modality
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efficient and effective integration of information
from multiple modalities (e.g. different genetics and
OMICS analyses) to ultimately capture complex multi-
modality signatures that contribute to our understand-
ing of THS-induced disease risk.

In addition to model system studies, the impact of
long-term exposure to THS on cancer risk should also
be further investigated in human cohort studies focused
on those at the greatest risk including young children.
In parallel, focus should be put on developing strate-
gies for remediation and prevention limiting children's
exposure.63e65 Combing these studies will ultimately
contribute significantly to better prevention of THS
exposure-induced health effects in humans and provide
further scientific rationale for policy decisions.
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